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Dear Collector
Welcome to the November Mint Issue. It is
hard to believe that 2011 is almost over, but
as is customary in November, the pages of
this month’s Mint Issue are brimming with
new product releases. Some of the most
exciting products that we are releasing this
month include the 2012 six coin year sets
as well as a very special Remembrance Day
coin. Why are they so exciting? Let’s just say
that these coins will definitely stand out in
your collection.
This Mint Issue also contains an update
on our 2012 Collection by Selection. If you
haven’t signed up yet you still have time as
we aren’t closing entry to the program until
30 November 2011.
If you are a regular follower of Mint news
you would have seen on our website or
in the media that we previewed our 2012
product calendar at Federation Square in
Melbourne at the beginning of September.
To all of those who attended, it was a
pleasure meeting you all and we have
received extremely positive feedback which
shows that the changes we have been
making are hitting the mark. Accompanying
our launch was our touring exhibition,
One in a Million: Treasures from the
Royal Australian Mint, which enthralled
coin collectors and passer-bys alike with
its display of sensational mis-strikes. The
exhibition will be on show at the Mint very
soon so watch this space.

On 5 November the Mint is holding an
Open Day to launch the 50 years of Triple
Zero 2011 50c coin and other exciting
releases, all of which are featured in this
month’s Issue. The Mint will be abuzz, with
fire engines, police cars and ambulances
and the day can be enjoyed by young and
young at heart visitors alike, and we hope
to offer more community minded events
such as these in 2012.
This year the Royal Australian Mint was
lucky enough to produce the official
commemorative coins for The Presidents
Cup. This exciting golfing tournament,
which is one of the premier events of the
sport’s calendar, will be held at the Royal
Melbourne Golf Course later this month. If
you are heading out to the course to watch
the competition, be sure to stop by our
booth and say hi.
To keep up to date with Mint news, be sure
to ‘like’ our Facebook page.
Happy collecting

Ross MacDiarmid
Chief Executive Officer
Royal Australian Mint
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510128

The Presidents Cup 2011
Coin Program
A premier international golf competition,
The Presidents Cup 2011, will take place from
14–20 November at the Royal Melbourne Golf Club
here in Australia. This is only the 2nd time in the
Cup’s history that it has been held outside the USA.
To officially commemorate this prestigious golf
tournament, the Royal Australian Mint has produced
five stunning coins exclusively for the Professional Golf
Association (PGA) and we now offer collectors a limited
opportunity to secure these highly crafted coins.

510127

The Royal Australian Mint has a portion of each
mintage available so be the early ‘birdie’ to secure yours.

$25 Gold Proof Coin
Mintage: 1500

510129 $797.50
Available: 175 – Order through Call Centre

510130

$10 Selectively Gold Plated
Silver Proof Coin
Mintage: 1500

$1 Fine Silver Colour
Printed Proof Coin

510128 $537.90
Available: 50 – Order through Call Centre

510127

Mintage: 7500

$1 Fine Silver Proof Coin

Available: 1000

510130

Mintage: 20 000

$1 Al/Bronze Unc Coin
Mintage: Unlimited

$115.50
$66.00
Available: 2500

510126

$14.85
Available: 10 000

510126
510129
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2012 TWO COIN YEAR SETS

Continuing on from the recognition we gave Australian wool last year, it is fitting that
this year we now turn our attention to another of our major primary industries that helped build
our great nation — Australian wheat. This humble grain is an important part of life in Australia,
both economically and culturally, with strong links to our nation’s heritage, the spirit of Australian
folklore and of course Australia’s pre-decimal numismatic history.
Wheat was brought to Australia with the First Fleet and despite very poor beginnings;
Australian wheat is now recognised throughout the world for its consistently high quality. It is likely
that as the world's population grows, there will be an increased demand for food in the future
and Australian wheat will have an important role in helping to feed the world.
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Australian Wheat –
Fields of Gold
2012 Two Coin Proof Set &
Two Coin Uncirculated Set
The cultivation and harvest of wheat are central to
the design of the one dollar and twenty cent coins
that appear in these sets. Fields of golden wheat can
be found across the breadth of Australia. Since the
early days of settlement these crops have played an
important role, from the self sufficiency of a young
nation to an industry that contributes billions of
dollars to our national economy today. In 2012 these
coins reflect the outstanding contribution that wheat
has made and will continue to make to Australia’s
agricultural and economic development.
Proof Set: $53.00
Mintage: 25 000 | Designer: W. Pietranik

210096

Uncirculated Set: $19.00
Mintage: 40 000 | Designer: W. Pietranik

310092

210096

310092

210096

310092
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2012 Baby Sets

Australian Proof and Uncirculated Coins

Here at the Royal Australian Mint we love the excitement in the planning,
production and final release of a new theme for our baby sets. Since 1993,
when we first featured the Gumnut Babies Series, we have produced
thousands of themed coin sets, which have been welcome gifts for
newborns, christenings and first birthdays or simply a pristine
set of coins to commemorate a year. From 2012 to 2014,
Dot and the Kangaroo will feature for the first time on
the six coin proof and uncirculated baby coin sets.
Few Australian children’s stories have stood the test
of time like Ethel Pedley’s Dot and the Kangaroo.
First published in 1899, the story of loss, nature
and friendship has captured the imagination
of children and adults for over a century.
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2012 Baby Coin Set –
Australian Uncirculated Coins
Immortalised on a $1 coin, author Ethel Pedley
becomes the central character of this six coin
collection. Woven through the charming plot of
Dot and the Kangaroo are the themes of family
and environmental conservation as well as images
of native flora and fauna, which have all been
vibrantly reproduced on both the inner coin
wallet and outer packaging. Also included is a
pad printed medallion, photo frame and space
to record details on a family tree.
Price $45.00
310095
Mintage: Unlimited | Designer: A. Baggio

2012 Baby Coin Set –
Australian Proof Coins

310095

The six stunning proof coins included in this
set will stand the test of time and remain a
delightful reminder of childhood. Add a photo
frame and baby book housed in a case with
themed packaging and it makes a wonderful
gift or unique collectible.
Price: $125.00 210093
Mintage: Unlimited | Designer: A. Baggio

Please note: due to packaging delays, deliveries of the proof set
will not commence until early 2012.

210093
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2012 six coin year sets
Quality Craftmanship – Innovative Design

Special Editions
The Royal Australian Mint’s Year Sets are highly prized coin sets and are sought after by collectors all over
the world. Each year these sets provide an invitation to look more closely at the coins we see every day,
rediscover the detail of their design and appreciate their beauty and craftsmanship. Individually, each set
appropriately commemorates the year of its release and consecutively, they provide the foundation of
a comprehensive collection of Australian coins. The 2012 Special Edition Year Sets are no exception and
with the inclusion of two very distinctive 50 cent coins they make it anything but traditional.
After all, we are the Royal Australian Mint – innovators not imitators.
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2012 six coin
year sets
2012 Six Coin Proof Set
Selectively Gold Plated 50c Coin Edition
The showpiece of this collection is undoubtedly the
selectively gold plated 50 cent piece, featuring the
Australian Coat of Arms as sculpted by Stuart Devlin.
This magnificent piece and accompanying coins
earmark this set as unique to 2012 and will become
a true treasure. All six coins have been finished to a
world-standard proof quality, using an intricate process
of individual pressing and hand polishing under
pristine conditions.
Price: $130.00 210080
Mintage: 50 000 | Designer: S. Devlin

2012 Six Coin Uncirculated Set
Hyper-metallic Printed 50c Coin Edition
The six coin uncirculated set remains a cherished
and traditional favourite among Australian collectors
and a flagship product of the Royal Australian Mint
since 1966.
In 2012 the 50c piece is again the star of this six
coin set. Using never before seen hyper-metallic
colour printing to truly accentuate the design of the
Australian Coat of Arms making the coin design fresh
and noteworthy. This set again showcases the levels of
innovation a world class, modern coin-making facility
such as the Royal Australian Mint can reach.
Price: $32.50
310080
Mintage: 100 000 | Designer: S. Devlin
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CENTENARY OF THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY

No navy can endure for a century without its fleet but it is also the people who have served in the Royal
Australian Navy that have made it the well respected force it is today. Entwined in the history of the great
ships depicted on these coins and their many battles, are stories of the brave men and women who have
lived, worked and died aboard these vessels whilst defending Australia and its allies. Since 1901 our naval
forces have been internationally recognised for their honour, honesty, courage, integrity and loyalty in
response to international tensions.
The Royal Australian Mint takes great delight in dedicating the 2011 Masterpieces in Silver
Six Coin Set to the centenary of the Royal Australian Navy.
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2011 MASTERPIECES IN
SILVER – SIX COIN SET
The six powerful designs on these coins capture some
of Australia’s most significant naval ships, each with
their own tales of achievement, heroism and battle
scars. For the very first time the Masterpieces in Silver
will appear on 34 mm coin blanks with a $2 coin
denomination. All six coins are produced in 99.9%
fine silver and handsomely housed in a custom made
case with the outer themed packaging featuring a
stirring historic image of young seamen supplied by the
Australian War Memorial.
HMAS AE2 – This was one of the very first Royal Australian
Naval submarines, commissioned in 1914 following the
outbreak of World War I.
HMAS Australia II – This county class heavy cruiser was
commissioned in 1928.
HMAS Hobart II – An Adams class guided missile destroyer
ordered for the Royal Australian Navy in the 1960s.
HMAS Yarra III – A modified type 12 frigate,
commissioned in 1961.
HMAS Sydney III – A veteran of two tours of duty during
the Korean War and also completing 24 round trips
between Australia and Vung Tau during the Vietnam War.
HMAS Armidale II – This patrol boat was commissioned in
2005 and is routinely involved in border protection duties.
Price: $363.00 210083
Mintage: 5000 | Designer: A. Baggio
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2012 Australian

Wedding Coin
Collection
Coins have been a part of wedding ceremonies for
centuries. Wedding coins (also known in some cultures
as Arras) have traditionally symbolised the prosperity
that will be shared by the new couple, and the groom's
promise to provide for the welfare of the new family.
Today however, couples embrace life and face the
world together in a more mutually supportive way than
ever before. In keeping with modern traditions, the
2012 Australian Wedding Coin Collection symbolises a
couple's commitment to equally contributing to their
relationship, children, and community.
If you are a coin collector you simply must have these
stunning proof coins. They will be a welcome inclusion
in any wedding gift register or for those special
wedding anniversaries in 2012.
Price: $145.00 210073
Mintage: Unlimited
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Here are some great gift ideas for the whole family.
Place your order on the form provided on the back of this pull-out catalogue
and mail back to us by 18 November to guarantee a Christmas delivery.
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For the Collector
9915974

Australian Pre- Decimal &
Decimal Currency Series
This selection of privately commissioned coin
and note sets will add a touch of nostalgia this
Christmas. Each set is beautifully framed with
all notes and coins of authentic Australian
currency and of a collectible standard.
9915976

Australian Decimal Currency
$1 Series Framed Set
Price:

$65.00

9915974

Australian Decimal Currency
$2 Series Framed Set
Price:

$70.00

9915976

Australian Decimal Currency
$1, $2 & $5 Framed Set
Price:

9915977

$150.00

9915977

Visit www.ramint.gov.au to view our entire gift range
and full specifications of each framed set.
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The Australian Pre-Decimal
Currency Queen Elizabeth II
Trio Framed Note Set
Price:

$440.00

9915980

9915983

Queen Elizabeth II, 10 Shilling Note
Price:

$135.00

9915980

Queen Elizabeth II £1 Note
Price:

$135.00

9915979
9915983

Pre Polymer, Paper Decimal Set
Price:

$895.00

9915973
9915979

Greg McDonald’s 2011 Pocket Guide to
Australian Coins and Banknotes
Price:

$35.00

7610407

7610407

9915973
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Complete your collection this Christmas
310006

Here are a range of coins which were released in 2011
that you may have missed or you may wish to reorder
for Christmas gifts. These coins will soon disappear
from Mint Issue and eShop and will then only be
available from your nearest coin dealer.
210006

Six Coin Year Sets –
2011 Standard Circulating Coin Designs
2011 Proof Set
210006 $120.00
2011 Uncirculated Set
310006
$30.00
2011 Wedding Coin Collection
2011 Proof Set
210008 $120.00
Blinky Bill – 2011 Australian Baby Sets
2011 Proof Set
210007
$145.00
2011 Uncirculated Set
310007
$35.00

210008

210007

310007

Visit www.ramint.gov.au to view our entire gift range.
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310023

Australian Wool & Ram’s Head Dollar
2011 Al/Br $1 Uncirculated Four Coin Privy Mark
Set – Ram’s Head Dollar
October 2011 release –
Hobart, Adelaide, Darwin & Perth 310023

$19.00

2011 Australian Wool
Two Coin Proof Set

210013

Two Coin Uncirculated Set

310011

310011

$45.00
$15.00

210013

Ram’s Head Dollar
$1 Unc Mintmark &
Privy Mark Four Coin Set

$15.00
310022

$1 Silver Proof
‘C’ Mintmark Coin

$45.00
210015
310022

210015
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Share the fun of collecting this Christmas
60th Anniversary of National Service
2011 50c Uncirculated Coin
803414
$8.95
50 Years of Triple Zero
2011 50c Uncirculated Coin

310089

$10.00

410020

$29.95

CHOGM 2011
2011 $1 Rolled Circulating Coin

10th Anniversary of the
International Year of Volunteers
2011 20c Rolled Circulating Coin 410023 $14.00
Royal Wedding
2011 20c Rolled Circulating Coin

410014

$14.00

Centenary of International
Women’s Day

AL D
N
I
F LLE
RO OINS
C

2011 20c Rolled Circulating Coin

410017

$14.00

Rolled coin releases will be suspended in 2012 for operational reasons.

Visit www.ramint.gov.au to view our entire gift range.
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Air Series
2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin
Crimson Rosella

310053

Kookaburra		

310062

Major Mitchell Cockatoo

310056

Sacred Kingfisher

310065

Cairns Birdwing Butterfly

310059

Grey-headed Flying Fox

310068

All priced at

$14.95 ea

G
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Bumper Christmas Pull-Out – Order Form
Please attach with your Mint Issue order form.
PLEASE SEND MY ORDER IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS.
Code

Product

Qty

Price

Customer number:
Amex

Visa

Mastercard

Card number

Cheque/Money Order (Australian Customers Only)
Expiry date

CCV (Mandatory)

Name on card:
Signature: 		

Date:

Delivery Address:

State:
Your daytime phone: (

Postcode:

Country:

)
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Fifth in the Lunar cycle, the dragon is said to be
a deliverer of good fortune and is therefore to be
honoured and respected. The dragon is beautiful and
flamboyant much like the coin designs we now present
to you. The powerful dragon design will breathe new
fire into your ongoing Lunar Series collection.

2012 $10 Gold Proof Coin
The dragon is a creature of myth and legend and a sign
of intense power. The dragon is often regarded as the
divine beast and collectors often hold the same regard
for low mintage gold coins. Buy now!
Price: $360.00 210062
Mintage: 2500 | Designer: W. Pietranik

310076

2012 $1 Silver Proof Coin
Dragons like to be the centre of attention and
this silver proof coin will also command the same
presence when you introduce it to the rest of your
coin collection.
Price $55.00
210064
Mintage: 10 000 | Designer: W. Pietranik

2012 $1 Uncirculated Coin

210062

Dragons have generous personalities and this
inexpensive coin-in-card allows you to do the same and
give hongbao out to family and friends during 2012.
Includes symbolic red envelope.
Price: $13.50
310076
Mintage: Unlimited | Designer: W. Pietranik

210064
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Remembrance
Day
2011 $5 Al/Bronze Frosted
Uncirculated Coin
In 2011, Remembrance Day falls on the significant
date of the 11 November 2011. To mark this sombre
occasion we have produced a five dollar coin that
features the Flanders poppy. This coin design
incorporates a slightly scalloped edge that mimics the
delicate petals of this iconic flower, and thus creates a
tasteful symbolic collectible of this momentous date
for 2011. This shape is quite rare for the Mint to
produce and fitting for the occurrence of the
historic date 11.11.11
Price: $25.00
310100
Mintage: Unlimited | Designer: A. Baggio

In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row.
Canadian Lieutenant-Colonel John McCrae, 1915.

Australia Remembers
War Historians
Price

$6.95

310030
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2012
Kangaroo
Series

210050

In 2012 we continue this remarkable series that has
now spanned 18 years. Beginning in 1993 with a
‘specimen’ finish, this series has remained an enduring
classic amongst well-informed collectors. Appearing in
a variety of designs since its introduction, this ongoing
theme has captured a very appreciative audience.

Mareeba Rock-wallaby
This wallaby can be found in rocky habitats embedded
within open forests throughout the North Queensland
region. It wasn’t until 1992 that these marsupials were
declared a separate species to other wallabies after
extensive research discovered a distinction in their
distribution and shape of their chromosomes.

2012 $1 Silver Proof Coin
One troy ounce of 99.9% silver, a huge 40mm coin
diameter and precious metal that is finished to a proof
standard makes for another masterful creation from
our dedicated team of craftsmen.
Price: $100.00 210050
Mintage: 20 000 | Designer: W. Pietranik

310047

2012 $1 Silver Frosted
Uncirculated Coin
A weighty one troy ounce, solid design and precision
frosted uncirculated detail combine to create another
fine example of our unsurpassed quality.
Price: $87.00
310047
Mintage: 20 000 | Designer: W. Pietranik
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Royal
WeddingCollection
Commemorative Royal Coins
50c Selectively Gold Plated Two Coin Set
Regally housed in a wooden case bearing the official
wedding crest, this two coin set includes the eyecatching, selectively gold plated coins celebrating the
Royal Engagement and the Royal Wedding of His Royal
Highness Prince William and Miss Catherine Middleton.
Price:

$175.00

210057

210057

50c Uncirculated Royal
Engagement & Royal Wedding Coins
These coin-in-cards are an affordable way to own a
true collectible marking one of the most celebrated
Royal events of the last decade.

50c Royal Wedding Uncirculated Coin 

310072

50c Royal Engagement Uncirculated Coin  310070
Price :

$8.95

410014
310070

310072
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QUEEN’S VISIT
AUSTRALIA 2011
2011 $5 Al/Zn/Bronze
Uncirculated Coin
In October, Her Majesty The Queen visited Australia
as part of her official attendance at the 2011
Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting
held in Perth.
Accompanied by the Duke of Edinburgh, this is
Her Majesty’s sixteenth visit to our shores.
To commemorate this visit, Royal Australian Mint
senior coin sculptor Wojciech Pietranik has created a
regal design featuring sixteen St Edward’s Crowns, to
symbolise each of Her Majesty’s visits to Australia, on
an uncirculated five dollar coin.
The coin is then presented in an exclusive display card
with majestic colours which also includes a special
pocket to add the Vladimir Gottwald design of the
CHOGM 2011 commemorative circulating $1 coin,
completing the Royal Collection for 2011.
Price: $20.00
310097
Mintage: Unlimited | Designer: W. Pietranik
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2011 six coin

Fine Silver YEAR Set

Fine silver proof coins have long been regarded as the
pinnacle of any coin collection. Our dedicated team of
professionals carefully oversee each step of the coin
production process. We begin with dies produced from
high quality steel which are then hand polished using
diamond paste to produce our world standard mirror
finish. As our collectors expect the best, we only use the
highest quality silver blanks to produce our stunning
silver proof coins. Each coin is then packed into airtight capsules and housed in an exquisite solid timber
case, making them highly revered by collectors and
those wishing to celebrate a special milestone.

A magnificent gift for retirees, graduations,
21st birthdays and Christmas.

2011 Six Coin Fine Silver Year Set
Price: $295.00 210037

Mintage: 6000

2011 Two Coin Fine Silver Year Set
21st Anniversary of the cessation of one
and two cent coins
Price: $80.00 210042
Mintage: 6000

210037

210042
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samoa

Fine Silver coin Set
The 2011 coin set featuring the new
circulating designs of Samoa.
When designing these new coins the Central Bank of
Samoa and Government of Samoa impressed that the two
most important attributes of the designs were that they
had to be appealing and relevant to the people of Samoa.
The five new designs represent the history and culture of
Samoa by featuring Samoa’s most treasured icons – the
Fautasi Race, Manumea Bird, Teuila Flower, Kava Bowl
and their Official National Emblem. The obverse of these
2011 dated coins depicts the effigy of His Royal Highness
Tui Atua Tupua Tamasese Efi.
To mark this special event, we have made available
a limited number of these new Samoan coin designs
finished in fine silver to a proof standard.

Price: $220.00 510030
Mintage: 2500
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2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin
Australia has come a long way since the first nationally
coordinated Census in 1911, and to recognise this
centenary of achievement the Royal Australian Mint
has worked in conjunction with the Australian Bureau
of Statistics to produce a $1 uncirculated coin that
reflects the importance that the Census has held in
building the nation.
This coin also pays special tribute to the thousands
of past and present Census gatherers who have
played an important role by providing decision
makers with accurate information vital to the future
plans of Australia.
This coin also makes a perfect accompaniment to other
popular recent Government commemorative coins;
2010 Centenary of Taxation, 2009 Centenary
of the Aged Pension and 2008 Centenary of
Australian Quarantine.
Price:

$12.95

310086
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Inspirational Australians – Arts
2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin
This is the fourth coin in our Inspirational Australians
coin series commemorating another extraordinary
Australian and their contribution to our society. On
10 October 2010, the world bid farewell to a truly
inspirational Australian, Dame Joan Sutherland.
Dame Joan reigned over many international stages
during her 40 year career and we have captured her
radiance and energy in her performance as Norma,
on this $1 uncirculated coin, a typical pose to fondly
remember her by.
Price:

$12.95

310074
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off the presses
Local News
The Mint’s events team received a very
warm welcome from the many collectors
who attended the recent Adelaide ANDA
show in October and it was great to
renew many old acquaintances. The ‘A’
counterstamp coin was certainly popular
with collectors as they patiently waited to
get their hands on an exclusive Adelaide
collectible. Preparations are already under
way for the next ANDA Show in early 2012
in Perth as well as our annual attendance
at World Money Fair in Berlin.

Com
Sooning
!

2012 Collection by
Selection update
Firstly to the hundreds of collectors that
have signed up to our 2012 numismatic
program, we say a huge thank you
and your November products are on
their way. Obviously this system of
ordering won’t appeal to everyone,
especially in the current state of
financial uncertainty, but it does give
collectors the opportunity of locking in
prices now with the peace of mind that
your collection for 2012 is secured. If
you are still thinking of subscribing to
Collection by Selection and haven’t done
so, be aware that you have only until
30 November 2011 to get on board.
Visit our website or call 1300 652 020
for full details.

Royal Collection Album
The Royal Australian Mint, which commenced as Australia’s official
coin producer in 1965, has commemorated each significant Royal
event since that year. And because of this proud history we will
soon be releasing a fanatstic collection binder for you to assemble
all of your Royal themed products. The folder will come with
pockets and sleeves to house all coins and certificates and enable
you to make a true showpiece within your collection. We will send
you more information soon.
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2012 KANGAROO
AT SUNSET

2012 $25 Gold Proof Coin
There is no doubt that this single coin creates a
frenzy of unequalled numismatic comparison
every time it goes on sale. World renowned for
his inspired and harmonious designs, Wojciech
Pietranik’s 2012 Kangaroo at Sunset is graceful
beauty personified on the canvas of a 21.69 mm
gold coin. Once again a ballot system will enable
registered collectors the opportunity of securing
one of these limited coins, please use the ballot
form attached to your November order form and
mail it to us by Friday 25 November 2011.
Price: $650.00 210075
Mintage: 1000 | Designer: W. Pietranik

2012 Kangaroo at Sunset Ballot
The 2012 ballot for the $25 Kangaroo at Sunset Gold Proof Coin will be
conducted in the same format as previous years. Those wishing to take
part need to please note the following important information:
•

Limit of one ballot per customer number.

•

Ballot forms must be returned by mail marked ‘BALLOT’ to Locked
Bag 31, Kingston ACT 2604 by Friday 25 November 2011 and in a
separate envelope to your November Mint Issue order form.

•

The draw will take place on Monday 28 November 2011 at the
Royal Australian Mint, Denison St Deakin ACT 2600.

•

Successful customers will be notified by email or phone.
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2012 Six Coin Proof Set
Selectively Gold Plated 50c Coin Edition
The showpiece of this collection is undoubtedly the
selectively gold plated 50 cent piece, featuring the
Australian Coat of Arms as sculpted by Stuart Devlin.
This magnificent piece and accompanying coins
earmark this set as unique to 2012 and will become
a true treasure. All six coins have been finished to a
world-standard proof quality, using an intricate process
of individual pressing and hand polishing under
pristine conditions.
Price: $130.00 210080
Mintage: 50 000

NB: Coins shown in this catalogue are not actual size unless stated.
All prices are inclusive of GST. For full nominal coin specifications
please visit our website. All products are subject to availability.
All new November coin releases will be available to purchase from
the Mint Coin Shop from 8.30 am on 2 November 2011, unless
otherwise stated in Mint Issue.
Abbreviations:
Unc – Uncirculated
Frunc – Frosted Uncirculated
Circ – Circulated
SGP – Selectively Gold Plated
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Royal Australian Mint
1300 652 020 8.30 am to 5.00 pm Mon – Fri EST (cost of local call Australia-wide)
International Tel: +61 2 6202 6800
Fax: +61 2 6202 6953
Mail: Royal Australian Mint, Locked Bag 31, Kingston ACT 2604, Australia
Website and E-shop: www.ramint.gov.au
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